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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
from

Laurel Wendt
Southern Illinois University

Our programs at the 1907 annual meeting were again quite successful. The
presentation on "User-Friendly Interfaces" caught the attention of 165
people, and it was the smallest crowd we had "Beyond the Phone,"
focusing on other means of telecommunications, had 153 in attendance,
and the "Micros to Mainframes" hardware and software review drew a
standing-room-only crowd in excess of 300 people. The evaluations of the
programs were positive, too, despite some technical problems in one of
the rooms. "Well done" to all the program planners and participants.

(cont'd on page 2)
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Our programs for 1966 have been approved and are shaping up well. Look
for Blair Kauffman's more detailed report on their status elsewhere in this
newsletter.

Future Shock

It hardly seems possible, Just as winter begins to make itself felt, but it's
time to start thinking in earnest about next summer.

Nominations Committee Needed

One item to be considered is the election of new officers for this Section.
We need nominees for vice chair/chair elect, a two year tour of duty, and
for secretary/treasurer, a one year obligation. By tradition, vc/ce is also
program coordinator for the Section for the following year's annual
meeting.

Serving on a nominations committee is a good way to make new contacts
among section members, and is also an easy way to get active in a section.
It involves calling present and past leaders for possible candidates and
then inquiring of the candidates whether they are interested in being
nominated. The nominations committee duties end with the reporting of a
slate of candidates in Automatome in late spring. The election Itself
occurs at the business meeting of the Section at the annual meeting.
Please let me know if you are willing to serve on this committee. My
phone number is (616) 537-7711,

Identity Crisis Issue &I

Two other items needing consideration share a common theme of identity
and this Section

The first is our need for a brochure to identify this Section and Its
activities to other members of AALL Mary Jensen of the University of
South Dakota is working on this, but is calling for assistance with regard
to a logo, an identifying symbol for us. You have all seen the AALL logo on
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the newsletters, and the letters CBS within an eye for one of the
television networks. Help design a logo for the Automation and Scientific
Development SIS. (The only thing that comes to my mind is the letters A&
SD above the Infinity symbol, the figure 6 lying on Its side, for the Infinite
applications and possibilities of automation Surely someone else can
come up with something better than that.) Mary has also put a call for
logo Ideas out through the AALL Newsletter.

Identity Crisis 02

The second identity issue involves that of another Section, the On-Line
Bibliographic Services SIS. They are unsure of where their future lies, as
they feel their focus is too narrow to support a separate section any
longer, according to their chair, Margaret Axtmann of Cornell- They feel
more affinity with the Automation and Scientific Development SIS, than
with the Technical Services SIS, but would like to explore the matter
further Margaret and I are each inviting interested members of our
resepective sections to work on a position paper, which would serve as a
focus for a joint meeting of both sections in Atlanta to discuss the matter
In detail. If you are a member of this section or a reader of this
newsletter, we would appreciate your volunteering for this activity My
number is (616) 536-7711 Margaret's is (607) 255-5862.

MEMBERSHIP SURVEY

Of the over 300 survey forms sent out to our members through the last
issue of Automatome, only about 60 have been returned PLEASE COMPLETE
AND RETURN THE SURVEY IF YOU HAVE NOT YET DONE 50

Often a particular item of hardware or software looks very attractive
based on ads and reviews, but the question remains whether it can meet
the unique needs of the law library. The purpose of this survey is to
identify which people are using what types of hardware and software The
results of the survey will be compiled (via computer, of course) Into a
directory of automation information resources within AALL Access will
be by type of hardware, by software program, and by applications Through
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the directory, you will be able to find if someone else is using the
equipment of program you are considering, In order to ask their
assessment of it

The larger the number of responses, the greater the potential usefulness
of the directory. There must be more than 60 libraries out there using
automation. You can assuage your guilt by filling in the questionnaire and
returning it prior to the end of December. (Call me at the number listed
above If you need additional copies of the form.) Since the compilation is
being done via computer, it is easy enough to incorporate your responses
into the directory Help us help ourselves to find information in this
costly, critical area

And so, things are shaping up to be an interesting year for the section, I
encourage you all to join in and help out whenever and where ever you feel
you can and help us make this a banner gear!

EDITOR'S TOME
by

Richard Leiter
University of Nebraska

Welcome to volume seven of the Automatome! With this column I hope to
set the agenda for future issues of our newsletter Here, I hope to both
help define not only the philosophy of our newsletter, but also to help
further define the mission of our Special Interest Section. The newsletter
should be no more than a reflection of the activities and character of the
section

I see our SIS as becoming less and less a "special " interest section, and
more and more becoming the section representing the interests and issues
that are common to alI members of AALL I think that we cannot help but
admit that technology is no longer the domaine of the few eccentric
techies" as has been the case in the not too distant past. High tech has
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become and is continuing to become common to us all.

New innovations are no longer "high," in the sense that they are beyond the
reach of the common librarian, the issue is now one of "new" tech versus
"old" tech And "old" tech has gone for beyond the days of typewriters and
boll-points pens. For all practical purposes, the only technology that
matters any more is the one that utilizes computers. The computer, in It
myriad manifestations in libraries has become the common technology, and
"low" tech now Is a 5 12K Macintosh or a 640K IBM-PC, or compatible Most
peoples' reaction to the story about a prominent San Francisco law
firm that is presently exploring office automation options Is illustrative
of how far we have come. they are presently using IBM Mag-Cards for
word-processing! Doesn't that sound primitive? To think that they spent
over a hundred thousand dollars only ten years ago to become the pioneers
of office automation Is a scary thought.

The Automation and Scientific Development (ASD) SIS, has now become the
interest section representing an Issue of Interest to all librarians:
technological developments and innovations and their impact on the way
we do our jobs. Automotome will try to address topics of Interest to us
all It will attempt to function as a clearinghouse of information on
what's happening in "new-tech." Automatome will try to act as a forum
for people to: air views of concern to us all, to share new ideas, to ask
questions, make announcements about events, or simply to brag about what
you have been doing in your library that is special.

Automotome, as the newsletter of the ASD-SIS, should be the place where
hackers and non-hackers should be able to learn But it will concentrate
on ideas, trends, and challenges in a broad sense, and will not be merely a
forum for announcements about new products or a how to guide to
complicated programming techniques - although we will likely be able to
find room for those types of articles. So please, as a reader of this
newsletter, contribute what you can, Please share with others your Ideas,
fears, problems, etc.... I can be reached four ways: I) by mail, address
letters to: Richard Leiter, Public Services Librarian, University of
Nebraska College of Low Library, Lincoln, Nebraska 68583-0902, 2) by



phone at 402-472-3547; 3) by ABANet, '20563; or 4) by FAX
402-472-5185.

U & A IN A CAREER SERVICES OFFICE
by

Sally Wise,
University of Nebraska College of Law Library

Ihe Career Services office at the University of Nebraska College of Law
uses the student computer laboratory in the Law Library to disseminate
career planning Information to the law students.

Law students can check out three different databases from the Circulation
Desk In the Library:

I) Employer Database
2) Alumni Network Database:
3) Student Database.

In the Employer Database, students can search every job notification the
career services office receives. The student can search by city, position,
areas of practice, etc.

The Alumni Network contains the names of alumni that are willing to tell
students about finding a job in their area The networks are set up by
cities

The Student Database contains information about the students in the Law
College. The students are responsible for updating the Information on the
disks The databse contains the usual student information plus the names
of the classes that the student has completed The Career Services Office
uses the information when they want to match an employer with a student
who has taken classes in a given area.
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The Career Services Office uses the QAA software package Q&A Is
really no more than a very fancy database. The unique feature of QkLA is
Its "Intelligent Assistant." "Intelligent Assistant" Is an artificial
intelligence application that allows one to search using "plain language.
While Q.&A is indeed intelligent, it really takes one of at least an equal
IQ to master the fundamentals of the program. the manual Is nearly 500
pages long!

The way that the library has been able to make the database easy enough
for a law student to use is by making the program available as a package
with the databases, By doing this, we are able to allow students to check
out one folder that contains clearly marked disks, and simple instructions
that are designed to take the student directly from log on to the database
of choice and then back to log off with no mention of possible stops along
the way. Student have been using the databse since last summer and there
have been no more than a few questions regarding the databases' use
However, it has been getting a tremendous amount of use generally

So far, every one is very pleased with the results
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THE STATE LAW LIBRARY OF 2010
by

Jim Hambleton
Haynes & Boone, Dallas

Writer's block at 10 pm. The young lawyer sits at her home workstation,
the computer screen blank, a blinking cursor urging her to start typing
She can hear her spouse finishing up the dinner dishes in the kitchen
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Writer's block at 10 p-m. and a brief with a filing deadline of 9 a.m. the
next morning

The lawyer reviews notes regarding her client's appeal. The issues of law
are relatively straightforward, but the library research remains Deciding
it is time to get started In earnest, the lawyer pops her rolodex up on the
screen, types "state law lib" and watches as the telephone number of the
State Law Library flashes to the screen One tap on the 'return" key and
the modem melodically beeps out the library's number.

Connected to the library's information bank, the the lawyer begins to
search the Texas database for relevant case law. Searching by keyword
and legal issue, and aided by friendly and perceptive prompts from the
intelligent software, the lawyer locates a few good cases with which she
can start writing After downloading the cases to her hard disk, she pops
up her wordprocessor in another window on the screen and starts to write.
Retrieving a quote from one of the downloaded cases simply means popping
the case up in yet another window on the screen, marking the block of text,
and then pasting that block into the brief,

As the legal arguments begin to take shape, the lawyer realizes more
research is needed The connection to the library is still active, and the
cursor in that window begins to fly, typing out another search request.
Alas, no documents meet the search criteria. Rats, thinks the lawyer, I
know there has to be something on this point of law!

Stumped, the lawyer decides she needs a bit of help from the reference
librarian Pressing the "C" key on her keyboard (for "'chat"), a chime rings
at the reference desk in the library right next to the terminal to which the
befuddled lawyer is connected.

Upon hearing the chime, the reference librarian looks up from the current
Issue of Library Journal and glances at the bank of terminals In the room-
A red light is blinking from one of them- Walking over to that terminal,
the reference librarian picks up the attached telephone and asks If he
might be of assistance.

=
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The lawyer, who has picked up the phone headset from the top of her
keyboard, asks some advice about the search request on the screen. The
reference librarian looks at the screen, and notes that the syntax of the
search Is not quite right. The librarian quickly takes the cursor back to
the location of the error, and explains to the lawyer what he is retyping on
her screen and why.

The search Is reentered, and some cases retrieved The attorney thanks
the librarian. The attorney returns to-writing, and the librarian turns back
to his desk in the library. As he goes back to sit down, the librarian
surveys the library. The reference desk is flanked on one side by a bank of
humming microcomputers. Each is connected by a modem to outside
telephone lines, and each has two optical disk drives with databases of the
most used Texas and federal legal materials. As users call in to work
with the databases, anyone needing help can call up and get assistance
from the reference librarian. Sometimes the librarian talks to the user.
sometimes he simply types a quick answer on the screen which both he and
the patron are seeing.

Looking beyond his off-site patrons, the librarian sees a comfortable
reading room with microcomputer work stations, and low cabinets filled
with optical disks. The collection takes up relatively little room, patron
workstations are comfortable and spacious.

Even at this late hour a few researchers are sitting in front of the micros,
either reading or typing. One patron rises from a workstation and walks
over to the reference desk. This particular researcher needs old case law
Much of this older material is on the optical disks shelved in the low
cabinets around the room. To use these materials, the researcher simply
takes the disk off the shelf and inserts it into one of the drives on his
microcomputer. Sophisticated retrieval software right on the disk makes
locating cases a snap. This particular request, though, is for some very
old case law, from 1650. Ugh, thinks the librarian, here we go to the
stacks!
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Walking upstairs, the librarian moans over the fact that most law books
before 1900 have not been digitised. The librarian recalls that the
conversion of format came rather quickly. First In the late 1960's the
government printing office began to release all its documents in
microfiche only, ceasing completely printing any paper documents in 1988
What a howl ALA's GODORT put up! The librarian smiles as he recalls the
picketing and letter writing campaign that he had taken part in twenty
years before

The result of the pressure was a quick change from microform to optical
disk Since so much government information was in electronic format to
begin with, the switch from microform to optical disk was quick and easy.
Optical disk made the librarians happy and quieted GODORT's uproar
Optical disks could provide high quality output, superior indexing and
retrieval, and with relatively inexpensive hardware and software,
libraries were much better able to serve their patrons.

Just after all government documents went optical disk, the major legal
publishers converted their documents, too, from paper to electronic
format The breakthrough came when Mead Data released its entire LEXIS
database on optical disk This included federal and state case law back
into the last century To remain competitive, West Publishing quickly
issued the entire national reporter system on optical disk.

In relatively short order, then, availability of legal information on optical
disks meant that law libraries no longer had the high cost of connecting to
remote on-line databases And since primary legal information was on
disk in the library, the books that duplicated this information were quickly
discarded Library stack shelving was disassembled, old stack areas
carpeted and microcomputer workstations created Patrons could search
case and statute law using the micros in the library, or they could call in
from work or home

The reverie of the librarian is broken by his finding the old book the patron
needs Carrying it down to his reference station, he hands it to the patron.
who takes it over to the digitising copy machine
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Laying the book face up, the patron drops a few coins in the machine and
watches as the loser scans the needed pages. When the end of the case is
reached, the patron pushes a button, With a whir, all of the Inforamtion
read by the laser is written to a floppy diskette which comes popping out
of the front of the copier. Taking the diskette back to his workstation, the
patron puts the diskette into the floppy drive and calls the document up to
his screen.

Meanwhile the lawyer working at home is making good progress on her
brief, In one of the cases she is reading, though, she comes across a
citation that is foreign to her She calls up her legal thesaurus to the
screen, which looks at the citation, but which also has no luck deciphering
it. It's time to call that helpful reference librarian again Another touch
of the "C" key, and the librarian's voice is on the line.

"Can you help me with this citation?" asks the lawyer Looking at the
same information on his screen as the lawyer is at home, the librarian
immediately sees why the on-line thesaurus had not recognized the
citation Two of the characters are inverted, rendering the citation
indecipherable. Quickly the librarian corrects the text and runs it against
the thesaurus, which instantly verifies the correctness of the citation.
"Thanks again!" says the pleased lawyer.

The lawyer is almost finished with her brief She runs it through a
spelling checker and citation verifier Scanning the whole document from
beginning to end, she is quite pleased with the result All set to go, she
pops up her rolodex, types "354th district court," and watches as the
number spins Into view. With a few keystrokes, her brief is electronically
filed, hours before the 9 a.m. deadline

It couldn't have been done, the lawyer thinks, without access to the
library, and just as important, access to the reference librarian. The
computer, telecommunications, and the reference librarian's help at
critical times had all contributed to a successful evening's work.
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CONFERENCE PREDICTS SPREAD OF OPTICAL DISK APPLICATIONS
FOR LAW LIBRARIES

by
S. Blair Kauffman,

Northern Illinois University

Law librarians and developers of optical disk products met at the annual
meeting of the Mid-America Association of Law Libraries, on October
15- 17, to contemplate the future of laserdiscs in law libraries. Notable
speakers included Mike Befeler, Vice President for Strategic Planning at
Reference Technology, Jerry DuPont, Executive Director of Law Library
Hicroform Consortium, Steve Burnett, working on CD-ROM applications for
West Publishing Company, Pat Kehoe, Law Library Director at American
University, Eric Christiansen, President of Video Laser Systems, Parke
Lightbown, Vice President of Utlas, Tom Field, President of Tax Analysts,
Brower Murphy, President of Library Corporation, plus representatives
from Dialog, Disclosure, General Research Corporation, information Access'
Corporation, M-Link (for OCLC), Marclve, and H. W. Wilson.

Following a general overview of laserdisc technology, and some
postulating on the future of laserdiscs in law libraries, this program
offered panel presentations focusing on the Interests of particular
segments of the audience. For example, one panel focused on laserdisc
applications of interest to technical services librarians in the area of
record creation- Another panel focused on record access, I-e., public
access catalogs, while several others focused on laserdisc products of
Interest to public services librarians

Pricey-
The speakers on this program predicted a growing number of optical disc
products targeted at law libraries in the near future, and vendors
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demonstrated that there is already a wide array of such products
available. Most of these products are being made available In CD-ROM
format, due to the standardization that has occurred in this area and the
relative low costs of players and disc production brought on by the wide
acceptance In the consumer marketplace of compact audio discs: CD-ROM
players can now be purchased for as low as $600 to $500 (and some
models will fit Into the disc drive of an IBM-style PC), while mastering
costs for a CD-ROM have dropped below $4,000 (duplicates can be
stamped-out at $10 each).

A major advantage of optical disc technology in its CD-ROM incarnation is
its ability to make large, 500-megabyte-plus databases of machine
readable information available on one locally stored disc, thus permitting
online searching of information while avoiding high hourly connect
charges However, this technology is not without its disadvantages,
including, the limits of what can be stored on even a 500-megabyte disc
(about 275,000 pages of text), updating this information with more
current data, providing access to multiple users without making access
time intolerable, and standardizing end-user interfaces. Some of these
problems have been Ingeniously addressed by developers, while others are
still being worked-out.

Keeping CD-ROM Current
The updating problem is being solved by a number of vendors by providing
online back-up systems to their CD-ROM products- For example, H. W.
Wilson Company, which provides a CD-ROM version of the Index to Legal
Periodicals on WilsonDisc, gives users unlimited access to this database
on WilsonLine with a $1500 annual subscription. The more expensive
LegalTrac system, a competing videodisc-based Index from Information
Access Corporation, does not give users such current information with its
monthly updated disks, and subscribers are now waiting to see If IAC's
prices will come down in face of the competition. Another CD-ROM vendor,
Tax Analysts, has developed its own online system specifically to provide
updating Information for purchasers of its tax library on CD-ROM,
scheduled for release in late 1957. Prentice Hall is planning to release a
competing CD-ROM-based tax library at about the same time.

I I I L
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As many may be aware, West Publishing Company has been working over
the past year on a CD-ROM product with the Wang computer company.
West hopes to solve the limited storage capacity problem of CD-ROMs by
offering users a small subset of the WESTLAW database on CD-ROM. Users
of this CD-ROM product could then expand their searches by going online
using WESTLAW. West also hopes to solve the user Interface problem by
licensing its searchware to other developers of CD-ROM products, thereby
establishing a de facto standard for CD-ROM products marketed to the
legal research community

A single CD-ROM has enough storage capacity to hold over 500,000 full
MARC bibliographic records, making them ideal for supporting single work
station public access catalogs (also known as PACs).

Thus, a growing number of vendors have been developing CD-ROM-based
PACs, and at least a half dozen vendors currently have such products on
the market, including The Library Corporation, Marcive, Autographics,
General Research Corporation, and Utlas Most of these vendors
demonstrated their products in Kansas City, and stimulated by this
demonstration, a sub-group of the Mid-America Consortium of Law School
Libraries decided to move Immediately ahead into creating a union public
access catalog based on CD-ROM technology.
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LIBRARY APPLICATIONS FOR p.-FIL+: A CASE STUDY

by
Mitch Fontenot,

University of Nebraska

In recent years, database management systems have entered the library
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marketplace at an astonishing rate. Many librarians, in searching for the
perfect database management system. I.e. flexible, easy to use, yet able to
accomplish the desired tasks, have been overwhelmed by the endless
selection of possibilities. We at the University of Nebraska selected
ELFJIQ± and after exploring its possibilities, have used It for projects In
conjunction with a multitude of tasks we previously had performed
manually. This article will begin with a brief description of ECZEJJI, and
then take a look at three of these tasks--revamping the library's manual
circulation system, compilation of subject bibliographies and faculty
reserve materials, and production of labels for such items as CALl
(Computer Assisted Legal Instruction) disks and reserve materials--and
examine both our successes and areas we later needed to revise.

A Versatile Program
!C-f11&± (Version 1.0) is a database management system designed and
distributed by Buttonware, Inc. out of Bellevue, Washington. It can be run
on an 1011 personal computer or compatible with two disk drives, or one
disk driye and a hard disk, and requires 348K RAM (random access memory)
and a 2.0 or later version of DOS (Disk Operating System). It is a flexible
program, allowing the user both the option of designing the individual
records Of a file and the ability to design the report format in a variety of
wags. PC-File+ will also sort records on an individual field or fields, thus
allowing libraries to produce similar reports for a variety of purposes.

Application In Circulation.-.
The manual circulation system of our library has been in use for some
time, and we recently felt the need to revise the circulation system In
connection with this, we made an intensive search of all items checked
out to faculty members under the old system and eventually ended up with
a large number of Items still checked out to faculty offices. In order to
verify these old records (some were eight years old), we decided to create
a list of materials by faculty member which we could use as a checklist to
circulate to individual faculty. The information from the circulation
records was input into PC-File+ databases and sorted alphabetically by
title under each faculty member's name.
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In the process of compiling the list of faculty records we discovered a
number of things. First, PCJ1j offers two options to create a database,
the "fast" method and the "paint' method. The fast method has some
predetermined parameters, and the paint method is more of a
design-It-yourself method. We chose to use the paint method, but when
using either method, a couple of words of caution are In order. First of all,
It is helpful to have a good Idea of what you would like the database to
look like when finished While it is possible to revise a database after the
data has been Input, It Is much easier to have the database well defined
before you start

Second, we found the computer had a tendency to confuse similar-sounding
field names We were able to solve that problem by the use of a "-" For
example, fields entitled "COPYNU" and 'CALLNUM'" were confused by the
computer until we changed them to "COPY-NUN" and "CALL-NUN" Changing
the field names, however, turned out to be not too difficult a task, simply
use the section entitled "utilities" from the main menu. PC-File+ will
prompt you through the rest.

Finally, keep in mind that all this information is input in an unordered
manner and there will need to be enough room on the disk to sort it. We
found working with two disk drives that we needed to leave half of the
disk empty for sorting purposes. This is relatively easy to do since
PC-FIle+ does give the user a record-by-record count of available disk
space. Before discovering this space limitation, however, we ended up
with a distraught first-year reference librarian and a disk with no room to
sort We contacted the knowledgable and friendly technical support staff
at Buttonware, Inc who came to our aid and probably saved my job, If you
run into this problem, all is not lost When beginning to sort, PC-FIle+ will
prompt you to select a drive for the work area Remove the PC-File+
applications disk from the <A> drive, replace it with a blank, formatted
disk, and select <A> as the work area, Your database will now be sorted.

Getting It In Print....
After creating the database and Inputting and sorting the data, we were
ready to create a report format, PC-FIle+ is also flexible on this score,

. . . . . . 7 1 No em e 19.. .... 
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allowing the user four options of printing reports, three of which will be
discussed briefly here. First is the page format which simply prints each
record on a separate page. Second, the row format which prints each
record in a row. A potential problem with this format Is that the
maximum number of characters per record that can be printed in normal
type across a page is 79. When using this format for our faculty
circulation record, we found we had to use compressed type In order to
accommodate the amount of information we needed, This worked, but we
later found the third method, the free form method, to be a better solution
for this sort of report. It is similar to the paint method of database
designing--the user is given a blank screen on which to "paint" how s/he
wants the information to appear. A word of caution when designing the
report format As in designing databases, try to have a good idea of how
you would like your report to look before you create the format. They are
not impossible, but somewhat difficult, to change later on

Applications in Dibliographies....
After seeing how well PC-File+ performed on this project, we began to get
ideas of other sorts of information for which It could be useful. Two other
projects on which PC-File+ was found to be great for us was the
development of subject bibliographies and a bibliography of faculty
reserve materials. The free form report format worked best for
bibliographies since it allows the user to arrange the information in
standard bibliographic format. We ran into the problem, however, of page
breaks. Records were split across pages with the addition of a footer.
Again, the technical support staff at Buttonware came to our rescue.
Without going into much detail; a conditional page code can be inserted
into the text of your format in order to avert this disaster

And a Labler, Tool
Finally, we found PC-File+ to be an excellent tool for producing labels for
items such as diskettes and reserve circulation cards There is a program
on the PC-File± utility disk called PC-Label which will permit continuous
printing an label sheets. A boss knowledgable about printer codes can be
very helpful here. Special features such as compressed type and italics can
only be accomplished through advance sending of the printer codes for your
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type of printer, so be forewarned.

At the manufacturer's suggested retail price of $69.95, PC-FIe Is a sound
investment for small and medium-sized law libraries to consider. While It
Is by no means perfect, the documentation and technical support staff are
excellent and once you have mastered the Intricacies of PC-Fle+, the
benefits to your library can be endless. I would strongly recommend that,
If possible, that you use PC-File + on a personal computer with a hard disk.
As you discover more and more uses for PC-File+, as you surely will, your
individual databases and report formats will grow, and so will the
diskettes in your collection. Installation to a hard disk will aid you in both
organizing and making your collection uniform. Finally, If our experience
is any indication, PC-File+'s flexibility and ease of use in various
applications can be of great aid in library projects.

AU"TUKTU Ep0mtm...
Wordstar has recently announced a new version of its top of the line
word-processing package that is geared directly at the legal market This
new version of Wordstar features such things as a built in "database"
which stores paragraphs for later recall in new documents, an expanded
spell-checker which presumably includes legal words, and it Cite Rite, the
automatic Blue Book cite-checker! Due out in late December 1987.

Macintosh users: There are a number of things to be on the alert for
these days e The top of the line word processor, WordPerfect, has
rescheduled the release date for the Mac version for mid-January. After
running into major bugs in the beta version. The bugs were so major that
they decided to scrap the whole project and start from scratch. s Over the
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summer LEXIS released its new LEXIS communications software for the
Mac. It was reviewed In Information Today by Harry Hallez of IA
Associates. While there were a few gripes about the package that are
standard fare In reviewing any communication software package, the
bottom line was that it was "very well executed, demonstrating what a
good Interface to to online services should be like - Vol. 4, no. 7
July/August 1967. e According to a classified ad in the West Coast edition
of the Wall Street Journal. Apple is now beginning to open a division aimed
at the legal market. The ad was looking for a marketing executive, and a
software developer to work on developing applications, and marketing
strategies to the legal market! e dBase Mac has been called the most
powerful databse available for the Mac. The company's own ad campaign
declares: "The power of dBase, the sophistication of the Macintosh."

A surprising new source of information about software innovations Is in
the catalog for Egghead "Discount" Software stores. The catalog, called
Iha.Eggzaminer, features reviews of new products and interesting
industry news. Some of the recent issues have featured articles gy Bill
Gates, and other notables in the business. Egghead stores can now be found
in Washington, Oregon, California, Minneapolis, Chicago, Philadelphia, and
the District of Columbia, as of press time. It is possible to get on the
mailing list by either dropping in a store and signing up, or by writing to
P.O. Box 3007, Bothell, Washington 96041.

A Lincoln, Nebraska company called ROM Publishers, Inc. is planning to
release a CD-ROM full-text, boolean-searchable version of the "Northwest
Regional Reports" (sic) some time in the spring of 1988. They have plans
to release the Federal Reports, Federal Supplements (sic), and the Supreme
Court Reports some time after release of the Northwest Regional Reports.
They seem to have no worry about infringing on West's copyright claims to
page, headnote, and volume numbers - it is difficult, therefore, to imagine
what the finished product will look like the contents of Northwest 2d
stripped of page and volume numbers, and headnotes? What an interesting
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concept. The University of Nebraska College of Law is scheduled to get the
disc and the software to read the disc. Our correspondents there will let
us know how things work out.

The December 8, 1987 issue of PC Week revelwed the Manager Mouse
Cordless, a remote control, cordless mouse for the PC. The reviewer was
ecstatic. His conclusion "A joy to behold!" The mouse lists for $199 and
Is produced by Numonics Corp-, a company from Silicon Valley East in
Waterbury, Conn. (800) 654-5449.

The new PC Week is also filled with announcements by companies
producing 3 1/2" hard disk drives for PC's leaving one wondering about the
future of 5 112 floppies . Welcome to the future.

Heard any news, reviews or scuttle butt that you think SIS members will
be interested in? Please send them along to me, or call.
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